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This paper is conccrncd with the transport of solid particles in a turhulcnt tluid Ilowing through 
a tank. The movcmcnt of the particlcs is approximated hy one-dimensional random walks in 
both discrete and continuous time. Gcncral formulae arc dcrivcd for the prohahilitics of 
scdimcntaticm and exit of the particles, and dctailcd results ohtuincd for the cast whcrc their 
movcmcnt is strictly non-ncpativc. It isshown how Wald’s identity can hc used to find approximate 
cxprcssions for thcsc prohahilitics. Finally. formulae arc found for the distribution of the sediment 
on the bottom of the tank. 
1. Introduction 
A problem of some importance in engineering and environmental investigations 
is that of dispersion in multiphase media. A particular case of this is the transport 
of solid particles suspended in a turbulent fluid flow. The following physical model 
will represent a large class of problems of this type. 
Consider a rectangular tank as in Fig. 1, filled with some fluid (say, fresh water). 
The fluid tlows into the tank uniformly at a constant rat? through the circular input 
pipe I, and tlows out through the circular exit pipe E so that the level of the fluid 
in the tank remains constant. 
Suppose that at time r = 0, a number N of tagged solid particles is released 
through a nozzle at I into the tank. The particles are assumed to be of identical 
shape, size and density; owing to the turbulence of the fluid they will be transported 
in a random fashion through it. We are concerned with the probabilities that a 
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‘IN SJiPENSlON .. : 
Fig. I. Fluid How through ;1 tank. 
particle is deposited on the bottom B of the tank as sediment, or exits from the 
tank through E. 
A natural mathematical representation of the tank is one in which it is considered 
as a two-dimensional lattice, as in Fig. 2, with coordinate units determined so as 
I .fXCO)aO. Y(O) =Jl 
)‘I, Y(f 1 =y} 
K 
Fig. 2. Two-dimensional model for the tank. 
to provide a suliiciently detailed grid. In some experimental work carried out at 
the Institut de Mecanique des Fluides de Toulouse, L = 2 m, I = 0.4 m, h is variable 
but of the same order, and the diameters of I and E arc D = 0.1 m; the number 
of units into which L is divided for experimental measurements is 124, and it is 
this figure of 124 units which we shall adopt for K in practice. The height h of the 
fluid is now divided into H similar units. If {X(f), Y(f); t 2 0} represents the position 
of the particle at any time t 20, then it is clear that this is a bivariate stochastic 
process for which {X(O) = 0, Y(0) =J}. We shall make the additional assumptions 
that the et’fect of interaction between particles is negligible, and that when a particle 
(a) reaches the bottom B of the tank, it will remain there permanently as sediment, 
or (b) attains the exit E, it will leave the tank permanently. 
If we also assume the independence of horizontal and vertical movements, then 
the components of the bivariate process can be considered separately, and we may 
treat the process {X(r); I 30} as a one-dimensional random walk in discrete state 
space. This is clearly a Markov process, for which we have assumed two absorbing 
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states corresponding to sedimentation on B and exit from E. We study such a 
process in both its discrete and continuous time versions. 
2. One-dimensional random walk in discrete time 
Let us consider a particle which performs a random walk on the discrete state 
space 05x SK, such that its one-step transition probabilities for the unit time 
interval (t, t + 1) are 
P(X(r+l)=x+l(X(r)=x}=p, x=O,...;K-1, 
P{X(r + 1) =x IX(f) = x} = q, x = 1 ,**a, K -1, (2.1) 
P{X(t+l)=x-lIX(~)=x}=r, x=l,...,K. 
At the edges x = 0, K, we postulate that 
P{X(r+l)=O~X(r)=O}=q+r, 
P{X(r+l)=KjX(r)=K}=q+(l-a)p, o<a<l. 
(2.2) 
The probabilities (2.1) and (2.2) will reflect the physical movement of the particlc 
along the horizontal axis of the tank. 
We now add two artificial absorbing states (cf. Fig. 3): 
X =-1 to rcprcscnt sedimentation on B, 
x = K + 1 to rcprescnt exit through E. 
I 
(SEDIMENTATIONI-I 0 I a-l I X+1 K K+I (EXIT) 
STATES 
Fig. 3. Random walk model with 2 absorbing states -1. K + 1. 
The probabilities of transition to these are given by 
P{X(r+l)=-lIX(r)=x}=s, x=O,...,K, 
P{X(t+l)= -1 IX(f) = -l}= 1, 
P{X(r + 1) = K + 1 IX(t) = K} = ap, 
(2.3) 
P{X(r+l)=K+lIX(r)=K+l}=l. 
If the distribution of particles along the right hand edge of the tank at .x = K were 
uniform, then Q = nD’/4hl; this could be used as a first approximation to the 
parameter a. 
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It is readily seen that, for this simplified model, the position X(r) of the particle 
at times r=O,l.2,... is governed by a Markov chain with two absorbing states, 
whose transition probability matrix is 
States,, - 1 
l- -1- 1 
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(2.4) 
Hcrc S’=[ss * * -s]=sl’ and V’=[O 0.. . ap] are (K + 1)-vectors, and Q is the 
central (K + 1) x (K + I) matrix. It should be pointed out that while the transition 
probabilities (2.2) have been given plausible values, there is room for some 
modifcation of thcsc in the light of cxporimcntal factors. 
From this transition matrix I’, WC can directly dcrivc the probabilities that a 
particle is dcpositcd as sediment on I3, or exits from the tank through E at time 1. 
For, at I z= 1, 
P{X(r) = -1 for first time IX(O) = 0) =/I;‘_, = f p~~,-“pi,-, =aOQ’-‘S (2.5) 
j -0 
where a,,=[1 0 0.. 3 0] is the (K + 1) row vector of initial probabilities P{X(O) = 
O,l,..., K}. Similarly 
P{X(r) = K + 1 for first timelX(0) = 0) =f:$ +i = p$“ap = u,,Q’-’ V. 
(2.6) 
Thus, if we wished to obtain the probabilities of sedimentation or exit of a particle 
up to the time t = T, we would have respectively the values 
pi;:, = ,il /:,‘.‘-I = adf - Q)-'(1 - Q’K 
p:j:.+, =,$i;$+, =adf-Q)-'(I-Q'W, 
(2.7) 
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where I is the (K + 1) x (K + 1) unit matrix. As T +a, these probabilities tend to 
the limits 
P-* = U”(f - Q)_‘S, PK+, = a,(f - Q)_‘V (2.8) 
respectively (see Kemeny and Snell[3]). Because the states -1, K + 1 are absorbing, 
it is obvious that P-r +Px+r = 1. We note that the probabilities (2.7) and (2.8) are 
easily evaluated in any specific case where the exact form of the matrix P is known, 
even for K = 124 as it is in practice in the experimental model. 
3. Special case of the random walk with non-negative real motion (r = 0) 
Let us consider, as a particular example of the previous model, the simple case 
for which r = 0 so that the matrix Q of (2.4) takes the form 
whcrc q’ = q + (1 -tu)p. WC can readily SIX that for t z 1, 
Q ’ I= 
A’-’ (fq’_A)-‘(f(,“-‘_A’-‘)~ 
0 
,,-I 
4 1 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
with 
whcre(‘j’)=Oifl-l<j.Hcncc 
fl’.‘_, = [{A’-‘},, {,fq’-A)-‘(fq”-’ -A’-‘)B},,]sL, 
f 
(11 ,,,‘-t, ={(fq’-A)-‘(fq”-I--A’-‘)R}oap, 
(3.3) 
where { .}() indicates the first row (element) of a matrix (column vector), and 
sl’=[s S ***s]. 
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Thus, we obtain as probabilities of sedimentation or exit of a particle up to time 
t = T the values 
+“-I =[{(I-A)-‘(f-AT)}, 
l-qfT 
{ Vq’-A)-l(fI-Q- (I -A)-‘(I -AT) B 
f,f&+, =( (fqe-A)-‘(f+$-(f-~)-‘(f-a’,)s 
As T +OO, these tend to the limits 
1 Sl, (3.4) 1 
ap. 
0 
I,,‘-A)-‘j-&f -(I -A)-‘) B) 
0 
]xl, 
1 
-f--(f-A)-’ 
s +ap 
(3.5) 
whcrc 1 -q’= 1 -q -(I -alp =s +ap. The probabilities (3.5) arc readily calculated 
for any particular values of p, q. s and rr ; WC can in fact obtain their values explicitly. 
For, after some algebraic manipulations, WC derive for the inverse of (I -A) the 
matrix 
(I -A)-’ =. 
(1 -c7-’ p(l-q)-* . *. P K_‘(l -4)-K 
(l_&’ . . . 1 p”-*(l_q)-‘K-” 
*. 
(1 -I-’ PC1 -qr* 
(l-q)-’ 
and similarly for the inverse of (fq’- A) the matrix 
(fq’-A)-’ = 
(+@- p(4c4)-* . . . PK-‘(qLq)-K 
((pq)-’ . . . pK-*(q.Tq)-‘K-” 
. . 
w-q)-’ pw-4r2 
w-q)-’ 
3 (3.6) 
(3.7) 
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It follows that in (3.5) the column vector ((l/(s +ap))f -(I -A)-‘)B is given by 
--&-,,-A)-‘) B= 
1 
- -(l-q)_’ 1 s+ap 1 
I 
I s+ap 
= 
-p2(l _q)--2 
i : 1 p((l -alp) (s +ap)b +p) 
-p(l --q)rZ 
-(l -qj-’ 
1 
whcrc the last tarm of the vector is 
s+ap 
. . . -P K-‘(1 _q)-K 
. . . +Ztl _qI-‘K-l 
-(l-q)_’ -p(l -cl-* 
1 
scap 
-(l -qr’ 
I 
L 
(3.8) 
P I L-(1 -qr’) =+&--J-J = (spJ;;;‘,pb,. s +ap 
Thus from (3.5), by using the values of the matrices (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain 
for the limiting probability of exit of a particle as T + CO, the result 
-. . *-(cl’-4) -IK-‘)~K~~_~~-~+~K~~,_~~-K 
K+l I 1 =ap ((1 -4dK-‘(s +ap)(s +p) 
1 
+ 
((l-a)p)K-‘-(s+p)K-’ 
(s +pIK((l -a)p)K-’ s+ap I 
aP 
Kc’ 
=(s +ap)((l -a)p)“-‘(s +p)K 
ap 
K+l 
= (s +ap)(s +p)K * 
I (s+pF’+(( 1 -a)p)K-l -(s +P)~-’ I 
(3.9) 
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Without further detailed calculations, we can state that the limiting probability of 
sedimentation is 
CrP 
K&l 
P-,=l--PK+,=l- 
(s +ap)(s +pJK. 
(3.10) 
4. Approximations to the discrete time random walk using Wald’s identity 
A fairly straightforward approximation is possible for discrete time models with 
non-negative real steps, particularly if these have a continuous distribution. We 
outline it briefly, indicating the use of Wald’s identity. 
For this to hold, we shall need to make two further simplifying assumptions to 
the model of Section 3. These are the following:. 
(a) the moment generating function at each step of the random walk will be 
taken as 
M(B)=peH+q+se 
--IK+llH 
(4.1) 
This removes the difercnces in bchaviour at the two ends of the random walk, 
and establishes a transition to the state x = -1 of sedimentation by an artificial 
downward step of K + 1. This ensures that a particle can be deposited to x = - 1 
or below from any state x = 0, 1, . . . , K. 
(b) The barriers of the random walk will bc the states x = -I and .r = K + 1. WC 
note that once at K, the particle has a probability p (not crp) of exiting. 
Under the condition that M(H)+co as H + fc~ (see Bartlett [2. p. 171). Wald’s 
identity asserts that if X(T) = x:i, AX(t) is the sum of indcpcndcnt and identically 
distributod steps &Y(I) of size 0, 1 or -(K + 1) taken at times I = 1, 2,. . . , T, then 
E(c”.“‘f” 
M(H) “‘j = 1. (4.2) 
Let Ho be the non-zero root of M(0) = 1 of (4.1). which satisfies the equation 
S_(p+S)C’h’*““+pe(K+2”‘=0. (4.3) 
Wc then have for the approximate absorption probabilities Ph.+, and P-1 
so that 
e”,,‘K+ll_ 1 1 _ e -% 
P_, = eH,,lh’tll_e-fl,,* P Kc1 = e~,,~K+I,_e-“,,’ 
Assuming M’(0) # 0, or p # s(K + l), we see from (4.3) that 
OOZO if pss(K+l). 
(4.4) 
The root B,,#O of (4.3) can be calculated in practice to any dcgrec of accuracy, 
and hence the probabilities P-1, Ph.+,. * it should be noted that since the model is 
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now modified from that of Section 3, the values (4.4) will only approximate those 
of (3.9) and (3.10). 
The advantage of this approximate procedure is that it can be applied to a wider 
range of random walks, including many for which the steps AX(r) may have a 
continuous distribution. For example, if 
P{AX(r) = 0) = 4, 
P{x <AX(f)<x +Ax}=pA e-*‘Ax, O<x -COO, 
P{AX(t) = -(K + 1)) = s, 
then for 8 <A, 
M(8) =&+q +s e-‘K+“H. (4.5) 
Assuming again that M’(0) = p/h -s(K + 1) f 0, we see from this that if 0; is the 
non-zero root of M(H) = 1 of (4.5). then 
6J;,ZZO if pShs(K+l). 
It follows once again that the approximate absorption probabilities Pk +, and Pm, 
arc given by the equations (4.4) with Hi, replacing 0+ 
5. One-dimensional random walk in continuous time 
Let us now assume that movements in the discrete state space model of Section 
2 occur in very small intervals of time. We shall then have a Markov process X(r) 
in continuous time, and the probabilities p, q, r, s are replaced by the infinitesimal 
transition probabilities 
A& + o(&), 1 - (A + p + y)Sf - o(Sr), psr + O(Sl), ysr + o(Sr) 
respectively. We still allow the same proportion of particles a to exit from state 
K to state K + 1. For this continuous time case, we can easily derive the forward 
Kolmogorov equations for the probabilities p,(r) = P(X(r) =ilX(O) = 0} in the form 
P’-,(f) 
PlV) 
P;(f) 
= 
PZ-,(I) 
P;(f) 
p;+, ([I 
‘0 Y Y . * . Y 0 
0 -(h+y) P 0 . . . 0 
0 A. -(A +y +wL) CL 0 . . . 0 
0 . . . 0 A -(A +y+p) cc 0 
0 . . . 0 A 
-(ah +y+p) 0 
0 . . . 0 aA 0 1 PK +,(r), 
(5.1) 
subject to the initial condition pa(O) = 1. WC note that the equations for p!.t (1) and 
p;C+, (I) depend on (p,(t)},“,, only, and will therefore concentrate on these first. 
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where d(c, 0) = p,,(O) = 1. but d(1, t) s 1 for I > 0. If the rows corresponding to 
PO([), p,(t), . . . , PK(~) are multiplied by 1, z, . . . , z JC respectively and added, we 
obtain after some algebra the partial differential equation 
,=(A?-(A l y+p)z +~):-‘~+c((=-l)z-‘po(l) 
+AiZK~h.(t)(l-_(y-i). (5.2) 
Let us now take Laplace transforms. and denote those of c$(z, I), p,,(r) and pK(r) 
with respect to t by 
I 
n 
4*(r, e) = e-“‘d(z, t) df. 
0 
p:(a) = 
I 
‘0 
e-“‘p,,(t) dt, Re(e) >O (5.3) 
(1 
y:(H) = 
I 
m 
c-~‘~K (t) dt, 
0 
Then the partial difTcrcntial equation (5.2) is reduced to 
zf@ * - f = (AZ * -(A +Y +/LIZ +~M*+tc(z - 1)~: 
+,,=“+I (1 --a -z,p*,. 
Thus, we may derive for (6* the result 
(5.4) 
4*(z, 0) = 
z +/.L(z - l)pi?(B)+AzK+'(l-a -z)p: 
zH-Az"+(A +y+~)z-/_L * 
(5.5) 
It is now necessary to evaluate p: (0) and p%(0) in order to obtain the full solution 
for cS*(z, 0). Methods for similar calculations have been established for qucueing 
models (see Bailey [l, p. 1591. The argument is based on the fact that (b(z, t) is a 
polynomial in z, SO that d*(z, 0) is one also. Hence the roots of the denominator 
in (5.5) must coincide with those of the numerator. We can readily see that these 
roots are 
z,.:(e)=[(A +y+p +e)*{(A +y+/.~ +6,)*-4Ap}“‘]/2A, (5.6) 
and the numerator will be zero when either root is substituted in it. Hence 
CL(~-z,)P~*+(z,+~-l)Az~+‘p:=z,, 
K41 * 
~(l-z&$ +(~*+a - 1)Az2 
(5.7) 
ph’=zz. 
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It follows directly that 
p:(e) = 
7 -22 
A{Z:*’ (1 -z,,,z,+az l)-zyt1 -z,)(z2+a - 1))’ 
zIz2{z:(z,+a - l)-zf(z2+a - 1)) 
(5.8) 
po*(@)= 
where ZL = ZI(@) and 12 = z2(0). Since these are evaluated from (5.6), c$*(z, 0) of 
(5.5) is fully known. 
TO obtain p*K+r(O) and p!,(O), we refer back to (5.1). We have directly that 
@p*K+r(@ = aAp*K(e), 
so that 
P;I-+1(H)= 
a(z,-z2) 
e{=F+’ (1-z2)(2,+a-1)-z~+‘(1-Z,)(Z2+a--1)}’ (5.9) 
Also, since 
PLr(f)=y ij p,U)=yd(1,1), 
j-0 
it follows that 
(5.10) 
from the value of (b*( 1, U) obtained from (5.5). 
From (5.9) and (5.10) it is possible to derive the limiting probabilities of exit 
and scdimcntation as time t --, CO. For 
P rc~~=ji~pl;.,(f)=limep;I~,(e) 
H-O 
=lim k 
a(.21 -z2) 
n-cl z * ~+‘(l-z2)(z,+a -l)-z~+‘(l-z,)(z2+a -1)’ 
(5.11) 
while P_, = lim,,,p_r(f) = 1 -P K+I. For simplicity, let us set from (5.6) 
then we obtain 
PK +, = 2ablw. P_l = 1-2ab/w, 
where 
w=(a+6)“*’ (l-a+b)(a+b+a-1) 
-(a -b)“+‘(l -a -b)(a -b +a - 1). (5.12) 
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6. A Poisson type random walk with non-negative teal motion (g = 0) 
In the previous continuous time model of Section 5, if only non-negative real 
motion is possible (p = 0), then the probabilities {p_,(t), p,,(r), . . . , pK(r), pKcl(t)} 
can be obtained explicitly. For, in this case, we see that the Kolmogorov equations 
(5.1) for {p,(t)}Fo reduce to 
L&(t)=-(A +Y)po(t). 
Pi(r)=-(A +y)Pj(r)+Apj-I(t), i= 1,. . . , K-1, (6.1) 
pk(f) = -(aA +Y)PK(~)+APK-I([), 
subject to the initial condition pa(t) = 1. We note that equations (6.1) are reminiscent 
of those for the time-dependent Poisson process. 
By solving (6.1) consecutively, we find that 
pa(t) = e-IA +“‘, 
p,(f)=e- ‘A+T”(Al)‘/j!, j = 1,. . . , K - 1, (6.2) 
1 I 
K-I 
vdI)=(l_oh: c 
__(<.A cyb, -e-‘*+“’ 2: ((I-tr)Af)'/j! 
, -1, 
Hcncc. from the relation 
p;c+,(f)=crApK(f) 
of (5. l), wc obtain 
oh 1-C 
-,,,h CyM 
PK+I(l)=g 
(aA +Y) 
_“i’ ((1 -u)A)’ 
j-0 (A +?)‘+I 
1 -e-‘” +‘)’ ,f, ((A + y)r)‘/i!]}. (6.3) 
We also have, since in (5.1) 
PI-*(f)= Y ? p,(t)9 
j-0 
by substituting the values (6.2) of the probabilities {p,(l)}ko and integrating, that 
p-l(r) = & y$ (&)‘( 1 - iic, e-‘” ““((A + yP)i/i!) 
1 - e +‘* +I” 
(ah + Y) 
/i’ ((1 -a)A)’ 
1-o (A +y)‘+’ 
1 - i e-‘“““((A + y)f)‘/i! . 
i-0 II 
(6.4) 
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Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) lead directly to the limiting probabilities PK+i and P-1 of 
exit and sedimentation as f + co. It is readily found that 
PK+i=limp fc+lif) , 1. 
(6.5) 
P-i = limp-i(t) 
r-xl 
I 
1 “i’ ((1 -a)A)' 
(ah + y) j-o (A + y)‘+’ 
where it will bc noted that P-1 + fK Cl = 1 as expected. We see that, if in (3.9) and 
(3.10) we set p = A/(A +y) and s = y/(A +y). we obtain the values (6.5); this is 
readily understood, since the earlier results can bc rcgardcd as those of the imhcddcd 
Markov chain of the continuous time process. 
7. Sediment distribution 
In practice, cxperimcntcrs are interested not only in probabilities of exit and of 
sedimentation, but also in the distribution of sedimentary particles over x = 
O,l,... , K, particularly as t + 00. Let us consider this problem for both the discrete 
and continuous time models. 
For the discrete time models of Sections 2 and 3, we note that the probability 
/g,‘_,(x) that a particle be deposited as sediment at position x for the 
timet=1,2,...,is 
11) 
fo.-,(X)=p::;‘)S ={&,Q’-‘}J, X =o, l,.. ., K, 
where {a~@-‘}~ indicates the xth element of the (K + 1) row vector. 
first time at 
Thus, the probability that a particle is subject to sedimentation at x up to time 
I = T will be 
(7.2) 
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It follows that the distribution S,(T) of sedimentary particles at position x at time 
T will be given by 
(7.3) 
where the denominator is the total probability a,,(f - Q)-‘(f - QT)S of sedimenta- 
tion up to time T of (2.7). 
AS time T + a, the distribution of sedimentary particles therefore tends to 
This can, for example, be obtained explicitly for the model of Section 3 
is of the form (3.1). In this case we have that 
a,,(f - Q)-’ = {(f-A)-‘}” ((f~‘-A)-‘(of-(f-A)-‘)8)0] 
(I-‘I)~‘,p(l-(I)-?,...,pK-‘(l-q)-li, pK 
(s +frp)(s +p)” 
] 
from (3.6). (3.7) and (3.8). We see that the sum in the denominator 
multiplied by s is 
(7.4) 
when Q 
(7.5) 
of (7.4) 
so that writing (1 -4) = (s +p), WC obtain 
S~=~($,)‘/i+&+$]. x=O,l,...,K-1, 
(7.6) 
SK = 
This is a truncated geometric distribution with modified last term. 
For the continuous time models of Sections 5 and 6, the probability that a particle 
is sedimented at position x by time I will be denoted by p_,.,(r) and will clearly 
satisfy the equation 
P’-,.x(~)=yp.uL x=O,l....,K, (7.7) 
as can readily be seen from (5.1). Taking Laplace transforms with respect to time 
I, we have that 
where the pf(f?) arc assumed to be known from (5.5). 
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We may, however, more simply integrate (7.7) so that for t = T 
J 
I 
P-L,(T) = Y p,(r)dt, x =O,l, . . ..K. 
0 
The distribution of sedimentary particles S,(T) at position x at time T is then 
S,(T) = 
P-I..<(T) Y j,‘~x(O dr 
C:_.qOp_,.x(T) = p_,(T) ’ ’ =” l’. ‘. tK’ 
and as T -+ m, this leads to 
J 
a 
s,=x p_, px(t)dc x=0,1 ,..., K. o 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
For the particular model of Section 6, both (7.8) and (7.9) can be expressed 
explicitly. For, from (6.2) we obtain that 
J 
T 
P-L,(T) = Y e-‘“‘T” 00’ Tdr, x=0,1 ,..., K-t 
X. 
,I* (,+*) i 
A i =-- l-e- 
,A by,,- i ((A +y)T)’ ‘I I I. ’ i -0 (7.10) 
J 
7 
P-I.K(n=Y 
1 
Km-’ (( 1 -tr)hl)’ 
,, & e-“‘*~y”-e-‘A+y’l,~~, i! 
I 
dr 
Y 1 _e-,“A cvn 
=(1 
- a ) 1 (trh +v) 
_;g ::‘;;;,y [ * _;-‘“+v,r i ((A +i;)r)]], 
i -0 
and p-i(T) is known from (6.4). Thus, as T -03, we find that 
sX=&($-)‘/{ l-&(+)K], .r=o, I,..., K-l, 
(7.11) 
SK = 
Once again the sedimentary particles are distributed as a geometric distribution, 
with modified last term. We note that, as before, if we set p =A/(h +y) and 
s = y/(A + y) in (7.6). we obtain (7.11) as was to be expected. 
We are indebted to Dr. Peter Brockwell of Colorado State University for pointing 
out that these results, as well as those of (7.6) can be derived more intuitively by 
considering the distribution of time to sedimentation of a particle at the position 
X= 0 *..., K. For simplicity, we discuss the continuous time case; identical methods 
apply to the discrete time model. From our assumptions, it is readily seen that the 
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time to sedimentation for the previous model has a negative exponential distribution 
with parameter y; hence 
P{particle is deposited at .r = 0, . . . , K - 1 in the interval (r, t +&)} = 
--*, (At)’ 
=e - y e-“6t. 
.r ! 
It follows that 
PIparticle is deposited at x = 0, . . . , K - 1) = 
I 
m 
-A, W)‘ -_T, dr = Y A ‘i = e ----ye - - 
0 x ! ( ) . A+y A+y (7.12) 
The probability of non-sedimentation at .r = 0, . . . , K - 1 will therefore be 
I 
Y I--(A/(A +y))” A K Cl__ 
A+y l-A/(A+Y) = A+y ’ (_-I 
This will be divided into two components, the probability of sedimentation at x = K 
and the probability of exit; these arc respectively 
K 
a11 (7.13) 
Whence, by summing (7.12) for x = 0, . . . , K - 1 and the first expression in (7.13), 
we find the total probability of scdimcntation Pm 1 and thus the results (7.11). 
This method can readily bc gcncraliscd to more complicated distributions of time 
to scdimcntation. If, for example WC: assume that particles are dcpositcd from the 
height Cf of the tank in f-l unit steps each having ncgativc exponential distribution 
of time with parameter y, then 
,,,_.._rl..l. !_ .I._ *. I-tpari~c~c IS ocpos~red ai x = 0, . . . ,i(-i]= 
= e 
-*, (Al)' ,, t-’ 
-y (He 
-w dr = (M/I, Y"A' 
X! (A +Y)~'+" 
If we now allow the particle to exit when it lies between the positions (J -:D, H) 
above the lower opening of the output pipe, then sedimentation will occur at K 
with probability 
K-l 
1 _ x (x+;f-1) Y”A’ 
If-J+jD 
x-0 (A + y)" +’ 
The probabilities of sedimentation in this case will be 
S, =(%+;‘-I) yf’A” 
(A+y)ff+r 
/ 
P-l, x=0 ,..., K-l, 
(7.14) 
(“+;-‘) ykAK 
K-l 
(A +y)lick 
- I;,, (“‘,-I) (A ~;f=‘+.)lP_, 
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where we now have 
H-l+jD 
p-,=1- c (“+;:-1, ykAK 
k=O (A +yjKCk. 
(7.15) 
If we wish to estimate the parameters of the continuous time model in the case 
(7.11) it is possible to use the set of relations 
S,+,/S,=h/(A+y), x=0,1 ,..., K-2, 
(7.16) 
Since the mean numbers of sedimented particles {NS,}t=:=,, and the mean number 
of exiting particles NPK+I are obtainable experimentally, the values of a, A, y can 
be estimated from data. The same comments apply to the discrete time models. 
8. Concluding remarks 
While it is clear that the actual movement of particles released instantaneously 
in a fluid Row is of considcrablc complexity, the simple models outlined in this 
paper may bc useful in providing a framework within which the process can be 
studied more adcquatcly. The general principles of the random walk in discrete 
and continuous time may bc used for the analysis of the problem; from the practical 
viewpoint, approximations arc available which lead to prompt if somewhat rough 
results. A great deal more remains to bc done, particularly in the case of continuous 
rcleasc of particles over an extcndcd period of time. We hope to follow this initial 
contribution with further research in this area. 
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